Abstract-In a social context, the user is more and more an active contributor for producing social information. Then, he needs a tailored information reflecting his current needs and interests in every period of time. This aims to provide a better adaptation while accessing the information space by integrating users' interests dynamic. Indeed, users' interests may change and become "outdated" through time. So, an interest judged as relevant in a period of time may fluctuate in the next period of time. Moreover, analysing the classic user behaviour to deduce his current interests is a difficult task. In fact, his behaviour isn't always reflecting his real interests. In this paper, we propose a new approach for enriching the user profile in an evolutionary environment such as a social network. The enrichment takes into account: i) the social behaviour and more precisely the tagging behaviour (that reflects user's interests) and ii) the temporal information (that reflects the dynamic evolution of users' interests). Our approach focus on the concept of temperature that reflects the importance of a resource in each period of time. This concept is used to infer common interests of users tagging the same "important" resource. The originality of our approach relies on combining information tags, users and resources in a way that guarantees a better enrichment for the social user profile. Our approach has been tested and evaluated with the Delicious social database and shows interesting precision values.
I. INTRODUCTION
Adaptation systems require an accurate representation of the user profile. This profile represents the user at a given time. It can be used in many purposes such as recommendation, customization, etc. and several applications such as detecting suspicious users (spammers, hackers, etc.) whose objectives is to harm other users, etc. In our team, researches aim to adapt the information in a classical context e.g. [35] and in a social context e.g. [32] . To achieve a reliable adaptation, these studies have shown that the user profile is the main and essential entity. However, adaptation is performed on a set of static data and not through the evolution of these data. In the social context, networks such as Facebook, Flickr, Delicious, etc. are characterized by their dense activity. In these changing environments, the user is more and more an active contributor for producing social information through: blogs, discussions, tags, etc. Then, he requires tailored information reflecting his current needs and interests in every period of time. The motivation behind this is to be up to date on what's happening in social networks. This could provide a better adaptation to the user while accessing the information space and while his interests are evolving. In practice this could be useful in online recommender system context, where the user needs relevant information to be recommended to him in every period of time. However, analysing the classical user's behaviour has two main drawbacks. First, the user's classical behaviour isn't always reflecting his real interests. e.g. analysing the navigation behaviour of the user according to [20] : i) leads to analysing the anterior behaviour which may not reflect his current interests, ii) is not always an efficient indicator since the user may access a web page without having an interest on it. Second, the user's interests may change and become "outdated" through time [34] .
To overcome these problems, we propose a new approach for enriching the user profile in an evolutionary environment (the social network). The enrichment takes into account (See figure 1): i) the tagging behaviour which is used to capture/infer the user's interests [12] [17] and ii) the temporal information (which reflects the dynamic evolution of the users' interests). The variability of the interest implies its modulation over time. This modulation could be managed through the concept of "Temperature" proposed by [21] . The analysis of the temporal evolution is not widely used in social enrichment context. The enrichment of the user profile aims to add the interests judged pertinent in every period of time. In the rest of this paper, we first present some existing 978-1-4799-2393-9/14/$31.00 ©2014 IEEE works on the user profile enrichment and some works that exploit the social behaviour (tagging behaviour) for an enrichment purpose. Second, we present our approach for enriching the user profile. Third, we experiment and validate our method. Finally, we conclude and discuss some future works.
II. RELATED WORKS
We present in this section, some existing works for updating (enriching and filtering) the user profile. Next, we present some works that exploit the social behaviour through the tag, the user and the resource and the benefit of this information in our context. Finally, we present a synthesis that shows the difference between our approach and the state of the art approaches.
A. Techniques For Updating The User Profile
In an environment characterized by constant change and density as the social web, a user profile cannot be considered as stable. The profile evolves as the data evolve. According to [10] the management of the evolution of the user profile is a complementary process to build a user profile and its adaptation refers to changes in the user's interests over time. The evolution of the profile is dependent to the time constraint. To manage this change, Daoud et al., [10] distinguish the short-term profile (representing the interests of current research sessions) and long-term profile (representing the persistent interests deduced from entire research history). Zayani et al., [35] distinguish permanent features that represent the personal data that are generally stable over time, and changing characteristics such as interests and preferences. The evolution is taken into account through: (a) the consideration of several variables of interest, (b) the importance of the variables of interest, (c) the existence of several interests for the same variable interest, (d) the importance of interest for a given variable of interest and finally (e) the existence of several evolutionary characteristics.
Updating the user profile can be done through learning techniques [29] . The basic principle is to study the behaviour of the user and the classification of its characteristics or researched objects. The advantage of this approach is the accuracy of the derived data. The disadvantage is the complexity of algorithms that are greedy in terms of time. Examples of such techniques are neural networks, classification methods (casebased reasoning, Bayesian classifiers, etc.), association rules, etc. [29] . Treating the evolution of user profile can be done by: i) enriching the profile with new information from different detection techniques of interests / preferences, or ii) simplifying (eliminating) information that is deemed irrelevant and its value decreases over time. Each of these techniques is detailed below:
• The enrichment of the user profile can be used to improve the quality of recommendation systems and therefore provide most appropriate information to the user. Enrichment is a technique that adds information to the user profile after a predefined treatment. In the work of [35] updating the user profile is only for changing attributes, such as the interests and preferences. Mechanisms have been used to increment the value of interest according to their frequency of use. The update of interest, do not extract the relationships between the user query and the condition included in this request. In addition, this technique does not take into account the semantic relationships between queries from the same user and/or similar interests. In a social context, user profile could be tag-based. A tag is defined as a keyword generated by the user himself. Researches on updating a tag-based profile are already studied in our previous works [22] . The enrichment is used in a recommendation and crosssystem context [22] . For [1] the enrichment process is to consider the semantic of tags and the connection between users and also between tweets and articles. Kim et al., [17] enrich a user model with collaboration from other similar users. Beldjoudi et al., [3] enrich user profiles with relevant resources based on association rules extracted from social relationships.
• Simplification is to remove information deemed irrelevant to a given user. It reduces the amount of information contained in a profile to facilitate the treatment. It also allows the filtering of the old data that is no longer reflecting the needs of the user. It can be carried to the various attributes of the user profile. Interests are the attributes that vary the most in a profile in our context. Rebai et al., [29] use a learning technique to overcome the problem of the user profile overloading through a filtering approach in a distributed context.
B. Exploiting Social Information For Updating The User Profile
In this section, we focus on the three social information: user, tag and resources that constitute the tagging behaviour. We detail the researches done based on each element. 1) Exploiting the metadata of the resources: The evolution of digital documents has led to a classification of these documents into three categories [2] : The non structured documents (flat document), the structured documents (documents with an explicit structure defined and known a priori) and the semistructured documents (documents with a flexible structure and an heterogeneous content). We focus on analysing semistructured documents and more precisely their metadata. The metadata can provide a comprehensive information which may be used in retrieving or interpreting the data [2] . The resources on social networks are a powerful information which reflects the user's interests. In fact, the tagged resources reflects the interest of the user to the resource [11] . Also, the resources may be rated and this reflects the degree of interest of the user according to these resources [17] . The resources contain metadata which describes their content. The metadata could be used in an adaptation context such as recommendation [4] [36] [16] , enrichment of the user profile [1] , enrichment of the metadata [21] adaptation of the documents in a data warehouse context [2] , etc. We detail each of these researches below. Bogers et al., [4] use the metadata for a recommendation purpose. This approach uses the folksonomy and the item metadata to boost the performance of traditional collaborative filtering algorithms. Zitouni et al., [36] propose a method for recommendation of resource in E-Learning context. They use the metadata to recommend the new resources. First, they extract metadata from new resources. Then, they compare the new resource with the preferred collection of the user. In case of similarity, they send a notification to the user. Joly et al., [16] propose a method of filtering and recommending resources. The proposed approach aggregates and interpret the context of the data on the user terminals in the form of weighted keywords (tags). They calculate the weight of the tag from the metadata of the web page according to the number of occurrences of each term in the title, in the keywords and in the text description. Similar to our context we find Abel et al., [1] who exploit defined metadata (title, author, date of publication) to enrich the profile. The metadata are used to connect the tweets to the article news. The most related tweets are used to enrich the user profile. Also, Manzat et al., [21] exploit the user's behaviour in order to enrich metadata. This enrichment is exploited for adaptation of the presentation. The metadata of the resources are weighted according to the user usage. This research introduces the concept of the temperature. The temperature corresponds to a metadata of usage, which reflects the popularity of a document or an element of metadata at a given time. The temperature of a metadata for a certain user group, at a certain moment, translated the interest of this group for the part of the document described by the metadata. If the resource is not consumed in a period of time, the weight of metadata decreases. The originality of this approach is that the metadata are always kept even if the weight is equal to zero. This is beneficial in the case of re-appearing of the resource, the calculation of the weight is easier. Amous [2] proposes a data warehouse of documents in order to provide a local structure of the documents and also to organise and classify data. This approach aims to adapt dynamically the documents according to the user's needs.
2) Exploiting the tags:
The word tag is becoming popular in social network like Flickr and Delicious [14] . A tag may be defined through different manners according to the web site or the social network. For example a tag on Flickr is associated with the photos uploaded by the user or by other users. Also a tag in Delicious is associated to the bookmarks shared by the users.
According to [14] , several motivations are behind the use of a tag, such as: to contribute and share, to mark places for possible future research, to attract attention, to express its opinions, etc. According to [12] , the use of a tag implicitly denotes the user's interests and is used to infer conceptual information about the user. Moreover, analysing the tag of the user is a powerful "knowledge management tool".
A tag is a way which allows to leave traces in the resources (photos, text, video, etc.). Thus, a tag may be defined as a social annotation. The action of annotating a resource by a specific user is called tagging behaviour. Many users can annotate the same resource by means of several tags which lead to collaborative tagging systems [11] . The collaborative tagging behaviour, leads to creating a folksonomy introduced by [25] . Unlike the ontology, this folksonomy is not structured.
Also, a tag may be a way to find information about the user according to his history of tagging [14] . In fact, [28] analyses the tagging behaviour of the users in order to understand their interests, preferences, etc. This could be useful to recommend information or to facilitate the access to the information. Also, [17] detect users' interests from the tagging behaviour of the users in order to recommend resources. This approach enriches the user profile from the neighbours' tags, based on the hypothesis that the user prefers the similar tags issued from his neighbours. So, the enrichment process is done according to the similar tags of the neighbours not present in the current user profile. This approach has proved the utility of the collaborative knowledge (of the neighbours) to improve the recommendation quality. Cantador et al., [6] enrich the user profile with tags from the tagging history in order to improve recommender system. This approach associates the tags with ontologies in order to incorporate the tag which matches the concept of the ontology. This approach uses different sources of the tagging behaviour history extracted from popular social networking sites. De Meo et al., [11] enrich the user profile with tags considered as important (for example tags having a high PageRank). This approach is graph-based, where we find two graphs: the tag resource graph called TRG and the tag user graph called TUG. These graphs are used in order to filter qualitative tags (e.g. funny, good, etc.), then generate a list of candidate tags by means of the IDDS (Iterative Deeping Depth First Search), and finally merging these candidate lists of tags by the Borda count technique. Finally, the user profile is enriched by tags from these candidate lists. This method has shown that the tags are automatically filtered and ranked at the same time through the Borda count technique. However, it does not consider the semantics of tags and the context of the user in the recommendation process. There is a risk of having no precise information through the Borda count technique even if it's simple to use and fast.
3) Exploiting the user (neighbours):
The neighbour is the social relationship of the user with other users. This relation could be explicit (e.g. friend relationship) or implicit (e.g. users who interact with the same resource). This social relationship has been recently and well detailed in Musial et al., [27] . The neighbour of the user in social context is described through ties: "a tie between two users aggregates all types of the relations that exist between these two persons" [27] . Some studies analyse the social relationships in order to detect neighbours (users considered close to the user, in term of interests). Neighbours are detected by several metrics such as cosine similarity [17] , "X-compass" [11] , etc. Other studies detect neighbours through observations like Kim et al., [17] , which enrich the user profile with tags of user's friends not included in the user profile based on the observation that two people who share common tags are considered close and may well have interests in common. Also Zhao et al., [33] assume that two users are similar if they share a large number of tags that are strongly related. Other researchers have tried to combine different parameters in order to detect the similarity between users. In bibliographic domain, Cabanac et al., [5] calculate the similarity between authors by analysing their proximity, their connectivity and the number of paper in common. Guy et al., [15] calculate the score of proximity through different criteria: i) more people and/or tags within the user profile related to the item, ii) the stronger relationships of these people and/or tags to the user, iii) the stronger relationships of these people and/or tags to the item, and iv) the freshness to the item. Roth et al., [30] detect the implicit relationships between users through their mail exchange. They calculate the proximity through the frequency of interaction between users, the freshness of the interaction and the direction of the interaction. Liang et al., [18] consider the social relation prediction as a link problem, where different techniques may be used such as neighbor-based methods (e.g. Common Neighbors and Adamic-Adar) which are inexpensive in computation compared to path-based methods. In a graph-based context and more precisely in FOAF ontology, social connections are described through the element < f oaf : knows > which describes user's friends. But there is no specification of the nature of this relationship. The neighbours are also detected in graph-based context, where Tchuente et al., [32] analyse the egocentric networks to derive relevant users profiles.
C. Synthesis
From the state of the art detailed above, we compare our approach with the researches done in the context of enriching the social user profile. The difference could be summarized as two main points. First, we noticed that unlike [30] (in a context of finding relationships through the mail exchange), [15] (in a context of social recommendation) and [21] (in a context of enriching multimedia metadata), no researches are done to enrich the user profile in a social context with consideration of the temporal aspect. In fact, the enrichment is done according to the analysis of the data in a specific period and not through the evolution of the user's interests. So, we will consider in our approach the temporal aspect for enriching the social user profile. Second, the researchers which enrich the user profile focus on : i) the information of the tag e.g. [11] , which may be ambiguous, or on ii) analysing the neighbours e.g. [6] , which could be spammers or do not provide the needed information or on iii) analysing the metadata of the resources e.g. [1] , which may not have associated metadata in the case of multimedia resources. Also, the researches which combine the tag information and the neighbours e.g. [17] , may overcome the associated shortcoming of the tags but they do not consider the document analysis. In fact, analysing common tagged resources may reflect common interests described differently through tags. So, we will use these three information: tag, neighbours and resources in order to take advantage from these valuable data to enrich the social user profile.
Regarding the temporal aspect, updating the user profile is an important criterion to follow the changing needs of users. Updating classic user's interests is to increase the weight of interests which are more attractive to the user and to decrease those which do not. In this way, an interest may disappear from the user profile if its weight is equal to 0. This technique is interesting in the way that we will not have a lot of information to process and so we can avoid the computation time issue. However, there may be an interest that reappears and so we will need to detect it once again. In fact, in a social network context, there are so-called Buzz which is a technique to make noise around an event. This technique engender that several users will be interested in this event at a time t, but a Buzz is temporary and may disappears at a time t+1 and therefore users will no longer be interested. However, it may reappear and become an interest in time t+2. Based on this suppositions, we can assume that interest even if its low weight can be interesting for some time. This variation leads us to introduce a variable that we call "temperature", which will follow the variation of the popularity of interest over time. This concept is already used in [21] , which defines the temperature as a variable associated to each descriptor metadata indicating the popularity of multimedia metadata of a resource.
In order, to take advantage of the information provided by the social users, our approach could be summarized through these points:
• We adopt the concept of the temperature and we associated it to the resource in order to reflect its importance at each period of time.
• We investigate in the elements of the tagging behaviour relation (tag, user and resource) to calculate the temperature of the resource.
• We consider a neighbour of a given user as the user tagging the same resources in the same period of time. This choice is based on the hypothesis that people tagging the same resource have similar interests.
• We focus on semi-structured resources and their associated metadata since they provide a comprehensive information about the resource content. In fact, Mezghani et al., [24] have demonstrated that the more the tag describes the content of the resource the more the tag reflects really the user's interests.
• We attribute a weight to the tag that reflects its correspondence to the associated resource. This weight aims to filter the insignificant tags and to avoid the ambiguity associated with these social annotations. Then, to enrich the user profile with comprehensible interests.
To summarize, the enrichment approach analyses the tagging behaviour of each user in order to detect the most significant interests to enrich the user profile. Also, the enrichment approach consider the relevance of the tag to the associated resource in order to try to remove the ambiguity associated to these social annotations. Then we enrich the user profile with comprehensible tags. The enrichment is based on temporal constraint that gives more importance to the recent and popular tags.
III. THE ENRICHMENT APPROACH
In this section, we present and develop the module associated with the architecture proposed in [23] . Then, we propose our approach of enriching the user profile. The approach uses the social information such as the tag information, the neighbours and the metadata of the tagged resources. We show how this information provides a solution for capturing the user's interests over time and then contribute for a better enrichment.
A. Architecture Of Social Adaptation
User profile enrichment is a part of the user modelling module and more precisely the update sub module extracted from the architecture of adaptation of social navigation proposed in [23] (see figure 2) . Adaptation is reached through a technique of recommendation, which needs pertinent information about users' interests over time. We develop our approach by using the databases: the DB social network, the DB user model and the DB content model. The used databases are explained hereafter: The DB social network contains information about the objects in the social network including the information about the resources and the users. The data exploited in this database are extracted from a specific social network (e.g. Delicious, CiteUlike, Last.fm, movieLens, etc). The social information is adapted depending on the social network (e.g. bookmarks in Delicious, scientific articles in CiteUlike, music in Last.fm and video in movieLens). The DB user model uses information from the DB social network. This module specifies information about users and networks of users (interests, preferences, friends, professional relationships, etc.). The DB Contents uses also information from the DB social network. This module stores information about the resources of the social network (type of resource, tags associated by each users, metadata, etc.).
We also use the two modules: the social networking module and the tagging behaviour module since they are essential to detect user's interests. The used modules are explained as follows: Social networking module exploits the user modelling by analysing the similarity between users to build networks of similar users (using same tags) and accesses the users' profiles to build networks of friends. This module is able to identify similar users with a similar tagging behaviour. Based on social relations, it is able to send information such as most popular users, friends, etc. for the adaptation module. So, from the social networking module, we extract users neighbours. Tagging behaviour module contains information about the users who tags the resources of various types (e.g. photos, videos, scientific papers, etc.). Generally this activity is represented in a tripartite model which describes the users U = {u 1 , . . . , u n }, the resources being tagged R = {r 1 , . . . , r m } and the tags T = {t 1 , . . . , t h }, Where n is the number of users, m is the number of resources h and is the number of tags. A tagging behaviour is a triplet of the form:
So, from this module we extract the tagging behaviour information. This behaviour should be associated to time information. This latter, allows us to follow the user's tagging behaviour in each period of time.
So, the enrichment approach is developed through these databases and modules. The user modelling module is the module that will use the information provided by the other modules to achieve the enrichment process. (the development the update sub module). We have already developed in previous work [24] the creation sub-module.
B. Description Of The Enrichment Approach
In this section, we detail our approach for enriching users profiles. This approach is part of the user modelling module and more precisely the update sub-module. The dynamic evolution of the user profile is treated by enriching users' interests with tags deemed relevant for each period of time. In fact, in social environment, the user consults the documents stored in the network, communicates and interacts with other users to find the information he needs. Enrichment in this context is done by analysing the environment of the user to detect relevant interests (relevant tags). The relevance of an interest is usually calculated from the frequency of use of the tag at a given time. Frequency varies periodically. This change has already been treated by [21] , through the concept of "temperature". This notion is interesting since it models the popularity of a term over time. In order to explain the used data, we present our model of the social user profile inspired from [32] in figure 3 . The social user is described through his profile (Profile class). A user may have neighbours (neighbours association) described also through their profiles. Each profile contains attributes (Attribute class) which are static attributes (which never change, e.g. name) and dynamic attributes (which change through time, e.g. interests). These latter are the tags (Tag class) applied by the user on a resource (Resource class) characterised by its metadata suach as title, keywords and description (Metadata class). The EgoCentric Network class contains the users connected explicitly through friend relationship. The Community class contains the users having same behaviour or same interests. The user profile is constructed in an implicit way, using the list of tags assigned by the user. The user profile is enriched with tags (considered as his interests) in each period of time (∆t) in order to reflect the current interests of the user. This enrichment allows us to capture current user's interests in ∆t and then we could used it in further purposes to provide temporal-based recommendation for example.
The process of updating the user profile through an enrichment approach is detailed in Figure 4 .
The first step, consists in dividing the database in each period ∆t. The choice of the ∆t is important in our context. In fact, this period allows us to detect the evolution of the user's interests between two successive periods. This period should be coherent with the quantity of data contained in the social network. The value of the period ∆t will be fixed in the experimentation. The second step, consists in calculating the temperature of each resource at a given ∆t. The concept of the temperature is inspired from [21] . Unlike [21] who associated it with the metadata in order to enrich the multimedia metadata, we attribute the temperature to the resource in order to figure out the most interesting resources to a user. The temperature of a resource reflects the popularity of this resource in a period of time. In order to calculate this attribute, we propose a formula which takes into consideration several parameters (see formula 2) : 1) the freshness of a tag associated to the resource; in fact, the more the tag is recent the more it is interesting for the user [34] . 2) the similarity of the users whose tagged the resource; in fact, if two users have tagged the same resource with similar tags, that reflect their similarity in terms of interests. So, the neighbours in our context, are users sharing common behaviour with a specific user. We choose the cosine similarity, since it's a popular metric, to calculate the similarity between two users. 3) the number of tags associated with the resource. In fact, the popularity of a resource reflects that it is interesting [19] .
Also, [19] proved that combining the freshness and the popularity reflect more the real interest rather than considering each parameter alone. The temperature T of the resource r in a specific ∆t is calculated through this formula:
where:
• ∆t is a defined period of time.
• r is the resource.
• n is the number of tags associated with the resource r.
• m is the number of users tagging the resource r.
• p1(tag i ) is the freshness of the tag tag i . Where tag i ∈ {tag 1 , . . . , tag n }. It's the result of the difference between the time of the tag and the current time. So, the more the difference is bigger, the more the freshness is smaller. That's why we calculate the inverse ( 1 p1(tagi) ).
• p2(u, v) is the weight between two users (u and v) who tagged the same resource. The weight is calculated through the cosine similarity between the vector of tags of each user.
We consider that sim(u, v)=sim(v, u). So, we divide by 2.
• p3 is the popularity. Its equal to n.
• α, β, γ are constants. They will be fixed in the experimentation. These constants reflect the degree of the influence of each parameter.
We develop the algorithm for calculating the temperature of the resources in table 1. This algorithm provides a temperature of all resources in a specific period of time ∆t. The temperature of the resource varies through time. It may increase or decrease for each ∆t. We consider that the resource is interesting if its temperature increases.
The third step consists in detecting the resources that their temperature increases over time. After calculating the temperature of each resource, we consider only the resource which their temperature value is increasing between two periods of times. In fact, the increasing of the temperature reflects the interest of the user with this resource. However, in social networks which are characterized by the amount of the resources, we can have a lot of resources which their temperature is increasing and then their treatment can be complex. So, in order to overcome such a problem, we should keep only the most relevant resources to the user. That's why, we analyse the content of the resources and more precisely their metadata (we consider that the resources are semi structured data). In fact, in [24] , we have demonstrated that the more the tag describes the content of the resource the more the tag reflects really the user's interests. The metadata have been used in many researches as mentioned before in section B.1. In our work, we use the metadata in order to filter the most relevant tagged resources. We attribute a weight for the tags associated with the resources. This weight is calculated according to the degree of correspondence of the tags with the metadata of the associated resource. From metadata, we consider the title, the keywords and the description, since they are elements that reflect the content of the resource. After extracting the metadata, we calculate the weight of the tags related to the resources which their temperature increases. We use the weight proposed by [16] :
This function counts the number of occurrences of each term tag in a resource r by applying the coefficients α , β and γ depending on the location of the term in the metadata of the page. |tag ∈ T r| is the number of occurrences of term tag in the title element of the page, |tag ∈ Kr| is the number of occurrences of term tag in the keywords element of the page, |tag ∈ Dr| is the number of occurrences of term tag in the description element of the page. The coefficients are constant and will be fixed in the experimentation. We develop the algorithm for calculating the weight of the tag in table 2. This algorithm provides a weight for each tag associated with a resource which its temperature has increased. The fourth step consists in enriching the user profile with the tags associated with the resources. After calculating the weight of the tags associated with the most interesting resources, we enrich in this step the user profile with the tags that reflect more the user's interests. In fact the more the tag has a higher weight, the more it reflects the content of the resource and then, the more it reflects the user's interests. So, we choose from the result of the previous algorithm, the tags that are more interesting to the user. A tag is stated as a potential interest if it has a weight > threshold. The threshold will be fixed in the experiment. So, in every period of time ∆t, we enrich the users' profiles of the users who tagged one of these interesting resources (which its temperature has increased) according to the threshold constraint. We develop the algorithm for enriching the user profile (described in the algorithm as the array tag user ∆t []) in table 3.
From this algorithm, we obtain enriched profiles in every period of time. The enrichment process takes into consideration the social behaviour of the users tagging the same resources. This technique analyses the social "intelligence" to provide potential interests for each user. The enrichment is not a cumulation of enriched interests of previous enrichment in previous period of time. In fact, the user profile is defined in each ∆t (the result of the first step which is the repartition of the database) and defined as tag user ∆t [] in the algorithm. This aspect allows us to analyse better the most interesting tags according to a specific period and not through the whole evolution of the user's interests. In fact, user's interests may evolve and become "outdated" and then irrelevant to analyse. So, our approach focus only on the tags in a specific period of time that describe better current user's interests.
IV. EVALUATION
We have evaluated our approach on the Delicious database. The Delicious database contains social networking, bookmarking, and tagging information. It provides information about the user's friend relationships and the tagging relation information < U, T, R >. The users U are described through their ID (e.g. userID=8). The resources R are described through their ID, title and URL (e.g. 1 IFLA -The official website of the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions http://www.ifla.org/). The tags T are described through their ID and value (e.g. 1 collection development). This dataset is extracted from [7] . We present some statistics of the data present in this dataset: 1867 users, 69226 URLs and 53388 tags. Also, the tagging behaviour is provided according to the time. An example of temporal tagging behaviour is shown in table 4.
The value of the period of time ∆t, is fixed to 1 day. This choice is due to the dense activity in the social networks and our objective to capture the constant evolution of the user's interests. From the database, we obtain 1645 different periods (∆t). The other values of the constants are fixed as follows:
• α = β = γ = 0.5, this choice aims to assign the same influence of each term of the temperature formula.
• α = β = γ = 0.5, this choice aims to assign the same influence of each term of the weight formula.
A. Precision Analysis
In order to validate the results obtained from the enrichment process, we compare if the enriched tags (found by our approach) exist in the neighbours profile. In fact, the neighbours reflects the user's interests [32] . In our validation, we consider the neighbours as the egocentric network like [32] . The egocentric network is the explicit friend relationship an it is given in the Delicious database. The egocentric network is detected according to each ∆t (as we have the database according to each ∆t). A tag is stated accurate if it exists in the neighbours profile. After enriching the users profile in each ∆t, we calculate the precision also in each ∆t. We calculate the precision P ∆t (u) of the user u in a given ∆t as the percentage of the relevant tags Rel T (issued from our approach) from the known tags Ret T (issued from the tags of the egocentric network). We calculate the precision as follows:
The overall precision is calculated from the precision P ∆t (u) for all users and for all ∆t as the formula 6 where m=number of the users and l is the number of ∆t.
We test the influence of the threshold of the tags in the precision values through with the threshold 0.5 and for other user better results with the threshold 0.6.
We notice that the precision is higher for the threshold=0.5. We detail the cases of the thresholds 0.5 and 0.6 (since they provide better results) to better understand the precision values. Figure 5 , details the result for 20 enriched users chosen randomly. In order to understand better why we have this variety of results, we calculate the number of neighbours for each user according to the obtained precision. See figure 6. We notice that the higher values of precision are associated to the active users having a higher number of friends. So, the active users are better entities that reflect their interests through time.
B. Tags Ambiguity Analysis
The motivation of such an analysis is to discover the effectiveness of our approach to provide a comprehensible results. These latter could be used in further works for a recommendation purpose for example.
We analyse the resulting tags and we calculate if the enriched tags are comprehensible or ambiguous. This characteristic is relative to the knowledge of each user. For example the abbreviations (e.g. html5, apps, etc.) or/and commercial products (e.g. facebook, ipad, bbc, etc.) are not always known for all users. For this reason, we choose WordNet (http://wordnet.princeton.edu/) as a natural language processing tool that allows us to know if the tag is comprehensible or ambiguous without taking into consideration abbreviations, commercial products, etc. Such tags, even that they are real words, will not be stated as comprehensible. Table 6 shows the percentage of ambiguous and comprehensible tags according to each threshold. From this table, we clearly notice that the percentage of comprehensible tags are always higher than the percentage of ambiguous tags. So, our approach enrich the user profile with tags that reflect real interests that could be used and exploited in other purposes such as recommendation. We highlight that the ambiguous tags are almost abbreviations, commercial products etc. that could be considered as comprehensible in other context such as specific social networks (professional, scientific, etc.).
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have detailed techniques for enriching the user profile. We have proposed our approach of enriching the social user profile by analysing the social behaviour and especially by analysing the metadata of the resources, the tags assigned to the resources and the users' neighbours. Moreover, our approach takes into consideration the temporal aspect in order to capture the new information over time.
The combination of the three information, is in our opinion, a powerful and promising approach to provide flexible enrichment in an evolutionary environment. The enrichment of the profile could be used for further purposes such as recommendation, customization since it provides an information which reflects the user's interests in every period of time.
We have experimented our approach through the Delicious social database. We have calculated the overall precision for the enriched user profile. Also, we have detailed the influence of the number of the neighbours in the precision values. Our approach provides better results for the active users (having a lot of a friends). We have also analysed the tags ambiguity in the results of the enrichment process. We have found that our approach provides a good range of comprehensible tags. This is an advantage of our approach since we have not develop any tool to treat this ambiguity. Tags ambiguity is more present in some cases. This is most often due to the non consideration of abbreviations and commercial products, etc.
In future works, we intend to test our approach by varying the parameters of the temperature calculation in order to show how this variation influences the precision values. We will consider the semantic treatment in the calculation of the temperature of the resources and the weight of the tags. We will also focus on the case of the "less" active users namely the cold-start users. So, we will try to over this limitation of our approach by proposing a solution for this case.
